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一、字彙【請依照句子前後文意，選出最適當的答案】 

【3】1. The effects are ________ so the more often you fight the more chance you have of being injured. 
 theoretical  legendary  cumulative  ethical 

【4】2. Nobody really knows what the marks on the ancient stones ________. 
 addict  resign  suffocate  signify 

【2】3. For better long term development of the industry, ________, rather than imitation, should be encouraged. 
 inflation  innovation  injection  inspection 

【3】4. To cultivate the habit of reading, it is important to make books ________ to children. 
 formidable  illegible  accessible  detestable 

【4】5. Our government should promote ________ agriculture because it provides healthy food for consumers while 
protecting the environment. 
 susceptible  subjective  suspicious  sustainable 

【1】6. Jack hammers, jet engines, and other common noisemakers may cause ________ damage to our ears and 
lead to hearing loss. 
 irreparable  indigestible  illegitimate  immobile 

【2】7. Most residents did not know how to deal with the crisis because it was ________. 
 uninhabited  unprecedented  unregistered  undoubted 

【1】8. After losing his family and all his fortune, Steve took a ________ to never touch any drug again. 
 vow  point  notice  chance 

【1】9. The famous musician is giving a concert, and people ________ from far and wide to hear him. 
 gather  spread  wonder  remove 

【2】10. Using social media is a great way to stay ________ about what’s going on with my friends. 
 worried  informed  surprised  distressed 

【4】11. If I criticize him, he gets ________ and starts shouting. 
 economical  respectful  faithful  aggressive 

【2】12. As she entered the room, she ________ that every man in the room had removed his hat. 
 resisted  observed  mended  destroyed 

【3】13. A workman must ________ his tools if he is to do his work well.  
 mourn  delegate  sharpen  dispose 

【1】14. The firefighters had to ________ the four people trapped in their vehicles. 
 rescue  neglect  convey  fulfill 

【1】15. The task requires extraordinary ________ and endurance.  
 patience  theory  contract  introduction 

【4】16. Now the factories are ________ a very large number of blankets and the employees are working late. 
 praying  enjoying  indicating  producing 

【2】17. Due to the wide ________ of flavors in its product, the company grossed over 15 million dollars last year. 
 congestion  variety  apprehension  bluntness 

【1】18. The liquid is much thicker and sweeter now because it has been ________. 
 condensed  retracted  detonated  entangled 

 

【4】19. ________ based on age, race, or sex is an example of social injustice. 
 Conductivity  Insomnia  Hydrogen  Discrimination 

【3】20. The ________ of the new species is related to the extinction of some local insects. 
 comparison  objectivity  emergence  coincidence 

 

二、文法測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 

【4】21. All international visitors must present a passport or secure document when ________ the United States. 
 they will enter  they have entered  entered  entering 

【4】22. ________, he would have bought a brand new car.  
 If he has enough money   If he had enough money 
 Had he enough money   Had he had enough money 

【1】23. ________ so difficult to see; closer, brighter ones can give up some of their secrets far more readily. 
 Not all stars are  All stars are no  None of stars is  Stars are no all 

【3】24. The man ________ for more than two hours when the train finally pulled into the station. 
 has waited  has been waiting  had been waiting  was waiting 

【2】25. ________ the company launched a new product than it went bankrupt. 
 Not until did  No sooner had  It was no till  Not better does 

【3】26. Leaders of the country know that censorship can’t work forever. But ________ they can’t fully eliminate 
freedom of online speech, they can limit freedom of online assembly. 
 just so  in that  even if  in spite of 

【2】27. The new prototype, ________ by 40%, is considered by the committee as a product with great market 
potential. 
 on it reduced cost  with its cost reduced  it’s cost has reduced  its reduced cost 

【3】28. The teachers have shifted their focus from ________ to how to get to know their students better. 
 what they should take punitive actions  what punitive actions should take 
 what punitive actions to take  what can punitive actions take 

【1】29. Families are learning to embrace the challenges that define autism, for along with those challenges 
________ a ferocious focus that could produce a musician or a computer genius. 
 comes  came  is coming  come 

【4】30. The belief ________ tomorrow will be better is deep in their mind, giving them strength to survive poverty 
and oppression. 
 what  whether  if  that 

【2】31. He knew the files could be of help to ________ took over the job. 
 who  whoever  which  that 

【4】32. A: Have you ever seen a comet? B: Yes, I’ve seen ________ before.  
 it  that  such  one 

【4】33. The cost of living has ________ higher than anticipated.  
 rised  raised  rose  risen 

【3】34. Difficult situations ________ may push someone from obscurity to fame overnight. 
 are like those  like they  like those  are like them 

【4】35. Miracles ________, although the odds are rare. 
 happening  to happen  does happen  do happen 

【3】36. The thief’s image ________ on the security camera and he soon became the target of the police. 
 caught  had caught  was caught  who caught 

【3】37. ________ a good salary and good environment to work in, what’s not to love about this job? 
 At  By  With  From 

【2】38. Stephen Curry is a great figure on the basketball court, ________ everyone with his good skills and shooting 
accuracy. 
 impressed  impressing  he impresses  has impressed 

【1】39. The collapse of a huge building in Tainan made people ________ the importance of structural integrity of 
their houses. 
 realize  realized  realizing  to realize 

【3】40. ________ that the lack of rainfall in spring will cause severe drought island-wide this year. 
 It says  Saying  It is said  People are said 



三、克漏字測驗【請依照段落上下文意，選出最適當的答案】 

第一篇：  

In 1903, three men from Milwaukee had a really unique view of what they thought motorized bicycling 

should be. In a 10x13 foot shed, with  41  tools, and some metal, Arthur and Walter Davidson along with 

Bill Harley set out to build the very first Harley-Davidson motorcycle. Using only a three horsepower engine, 

the trio  42  a unique loop frame, which would set it apart from any other cycle in its time. In 1907, the 

eldest Davidson brother, William,  43  the team. Later that same year, after building 150 bikes, these four 

men followed their vision and incorporated  44  is today The Harley-Davidson Motor Company. Through 

the years, the Harley Davidson would prove to be the  45  for all other motorcycles. By the end of World 

War I, 20,000 cycles were used in military duty.  

 
【3】41.  to borrow  borrowing  borrowed  be borrowed 

【4】42.  resisted  concluded  repaired  designed 

【4】43.  left  dismissed  released  joined 

【1】44.  what  which  that  who 

【2】45.  colony  benchmark  creation  animation 

 

第二篇：  

If you’re an artist, you probably have an opinion about Bob Ross, and I’m no exception to that. Personally, I 

think in his life he did a lot of good—most notably by encouraging  46  numbers of people to start painting, 

even if they’d been discouraged from doing art before. But there are a few problems with the Bob Ross Method 

which have kept me from being a  47  of what he taught. First of all, the way that Bob Ross teaches, most of 

his students’ paintings end up looking just  48  his. This may be fine in the beginning, but all it does in the 

long run is encourage a  49  on Bob Ross. In other words, what happens when a truly dedicated “Bob Ross 

Method” painter wants to paint a scene that Bob never covered? Where do they go for help? There’s really 

nowhere to go. They’re stuck, because they were never taught how to  50  ideas for paintings on their own.  

 

【2】46.  thickening  countless  diminished  grateful 

【4】47.  boss  critic  novice  fan 

【3】48.  down  be  like  past 

【1】49.  dependence   contrast  skepticism  nativity 

【3】50.  steer clear of  look up to  come up with  fall far from 

 

四、閱讀測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 

第一篇： 

Infecting mosquitoes with a bacterium is a roundabout way to fight dengue fever, but scientists are working 

hard on it because otherwise the options are few. Dengue, nicknamed “breakbone fever” for the crippling pain it 

causes, infects 390 million people every year. Because there is no cure or treatment, the chief strategy has been to 

attack Aedes aegypti, the mosquito that transmits the virus. Yet common insecticides such as temephos have lost 

much of their effectiveness as mosquitoes have developed resistance. Bed nets are almost useless, too, because A. 

aegypti typically feed during the day. At present, one of the most promising tools for halting the spread of 

dengue—and perhaps malaria and other mosquito-borne illnesses—appears to be spreading Wolbachia among wild 

mosquitoes.  

Wolbachia is not an obvious choice as a dengue fighter. It does not naturally occur in the mosquitoes that most 

often transmit dengue. Scientists actually have had to infect those mosquitoes artificially, in the laboratory. In other 

words, they use Wolbachia to immunize the mosquitoes against dengue and then set them loose in the wild, where 

those mosquitoes will pass the bacterium to their offspring. Wolbachia is largely benign for mosquitoes and the 

environment, although it may reduce the insects’ egg production. But the potential benefits for humans are clear: if 

mosquitoes infected with Wolbachia become predominant in the wild, scientists expect dengue infection rates 

among people to drop. 

 

【4】51. What is this passage mainly about? 

 How dengue fever spreads among humans.  How a potential cure for dengue fever is being developed. 

 How mosquitoes can be killed effectively.  How a bacterium may help us fight dengue fever. 

【1】52. Which of the following is supported by the passage? 

 Common pesticides may not kill A. aegypti.  

 People get bitten by A. aegypti mostly at night. 

 Wolbachia will kill A. aegypti eventually.  

 Wolbachia may seriously pollute the environment. 

【3】53. What can be inferred about mosquitoes infected with Wolbachia? 

 They will not bite people.  They will have offspring with dengue fever. 

 They will not get dengue fever.  They will produce much more eggs. 

【2】54. What do scientists think about using Wolbachia? 

 Its effect is still not clear up to now. 

 It may be helpful in fighting some mosquito-borne illnesses. 

 It can be very easily done, and that’s why they focus their effort on it. 

 It is the most direct way to reduce the number of A. aegypti. 

【1】55. Which of the following will the scientists most probably do? 

 Releasing mosquitoes with Wolbachia in the wild. 

 Infecting mosquitoes with dengue fever in the laboratory. 

 Injecting themselves with Wolbachia as an experiment. 

 Developing a new pesticide to kill A. aegypti. 

 
第二篇： 

With more than fifty percent of the world’s people living in big cities, the problem of overpopulation is 

becoming a major concern. The International Council of Societies of Industrial Design (Icsid) promotes industrial 

design as the answer to many urban problems. Icsid began the World Design Capital program in 2008. The 

program is held every two years to honor metropolitan areas that have successfully used design as a tool to 

improve the lives of city residents. In 2013, Taipei was chosen to be the host city for this event in 2016. Taipei’s 

plan to focus on sustainability with a balance between innovation and respect for nature impressed Icsid. This is 

what allows Taipei to be recognized as a true design leader.   

Taipei is truly a city driven by design. The officials chose the slogan “Adaptive City – Design in Motion” and 

devoted themselves to the preparation for the event. Planners considered how to deal with limited resources and 

how design could help bring citizens a better quality of life. They also thought about ways to create a 

forward-looking city.  

In the end, sixteen projects were selected, and one by one, they have been presented to the public since 2013. 

One project uses smart technology to improve bus shelters, bus stops and traffic signals. In another, designers are 

working to make neighborhoods more attractive with creative store signs. Also, a city-wide, people-oriented 

walking system is being developed. What’s better, a “health and happiness park” provides many resources for 

senior citizens in the Taipei Expo Park.  

This year, we will see more design inspirations pop up all over Taipei. Taipei will prove that it is indeed 

qualified for the title “World Design Capital.”  

 

【2】56. Which of the following is true about the World Design Capital program? 

 It has a history over a decade.  It is an international campaign. 

 Taipei is the third city to hold the event.  The city that wins the title changes every year. 

【4】57. What is the reason that Taipei is selected as a World Design Capital? 

 Its richness of natural resources.  Its leading position in fashion design. 

 Its success in economic development.  Its work on preserving the environment. 

【1】58. What is the theme that the 2016 event is based on? 

 Adaptive City – Design in Motion.  City with a Plan – Unique in Design. 

 City with a Plan – Design to Prosper.  Adaptive City – Design for Happiness. 

【1】59. Which of the following is NOT a selected work to promote Taipei? 

 The pet-friendly Taipei Da-an Park.  The people-oriented walking system. 

 The high-tech bus shelters and stops.  The creative store signs in neighborhoods. 

【4】60. Which is closest in meaning to the word “urban” in the first paragraph? 

 Industrial.  Countryside.  International.  Metropolitan. 


